L’intervention auprès des aînés maltraités provenant
des communautés ethnoculturelles et leur famille
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL:
"This guide is an educational tool to assist service workers involved with
seniors from ethnocultural communities who are in abusive situations. It
provides an understanding of the theoretical framework of this problem (the
theories related to abuse and intercultural intervention) and provides
guidelines on implementation.
It will also help service workers in defining their approach towards the family,
the informal caregivers, or the abuser; so that they can stop or reduce the
abuse, or ensure that it does not recur.
Topics related to senior abuse and intercultural intervention are reviewed; this
guide starts with an overview of the cultural communities of Quebec. The next
section describes and explains current theories of abuse, and appropriate
practices and techniques to address it.
See next page
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Then follows a section dealing with theories of, and skills required for, intercultural intervention
with seniors from ethnocultural communities and their families. To facilitate understanding, this
guide provides examples drawn from an intercultural project and some relevant documentation.
Prevention of elder abuse is also addressed. It is considered from different angles: personal,
family, community and institutional. The guide concludes with a list of legal, social, community
and health resources" (CSSS Cavendish, 1997: 6).
Here are the sections that comprise this document:
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Introduction
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Prevention
° The individual level
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